
Lesson Plan Sample Template - Malaspina University-College

Grade
10
Topic
English – Poetry
Date
N/A
Allotted Time
45 minutes
Cite sources used to develop this plan:
N/A


1.	Rationale: Why is this lesson relevant at this time with these students?

      The students have been reading and analyzing poetry and learning about poetic devices. This lesson will allow students to continue practicing their skills in this area by incorporating the use of music and song lyrics. By analyzing song lyrics students will be able to strengthen their understanding of each of the poetic devices in a fun, new way. 

2.	Provincial Learning Outcome(s): What IRP outcome(s) does this lesson develop?

Strategies (Oral Language)
A7 use listening strategies to understand, recall, and analyse a variety of texts, including
– extending understanding by accessing prior knowledge

Purposes (Reading and Viewing)
B1 read, both collaboratively and independently, to comprehend a variety of literary texts, including
– literature reflecting a variety of prose forms
– poetry in a variety of narrative and lyric forms

Strategies (Reading and Viewing)
B6 during reading and viewing, select, adapt, and apply a range of strategies to construct, monitor,
and confirm meaning, including
– comparing and refining predictions, questions, images, and connections
– summarizing and paraphrasing
– using text features

Thinking (Reading and Viewing)
B8 explain and support personal responses to texts, by
– making comparisons to other ideas and concepts
– relating reactions and emotions to understanding of the text
– explaining opinions using reasons and evidence
– suggesting contextual influences

3.	Assessment

Lesson Outcome
What will students learn?
Sources of Evidence
What product or action will show what students have learned?
Criteria
What will you look for in this evidence?

Students will be able to match poetic terms to their definitions

Students will be able to identify the main idea or theme in a song, identify 5 poetic devices and provide examples from the lyrics.



SWBAT write about their personal preference in regards to analyzing written poetry or song lyrics.

Quiz



4-Quadrant Organizer







Ticket out the Door

Students have correctly matched the poetic terms to their definitions

Students have listed 5 poetic devices and have provided accurate examples from their song lyrics.
Students have identified the main idea or theme of the song.

Students have stated which method of poetic analysis they prefer
Students have provided justification for their choice



4.	Resources, Material and Preparation: What resources, materials and preparation are required?
Students will need their poetic devices lists
Laptop and data projecter (for music video)
Transparency of 4-quadrant organizer
Copies of “Celebrity” song lyrics for each student
Copies of other songs lyrics for group work
Copies of 4-quadrant organizers for each group5.	Lesson Development
Pacing
·	Introduction: How will you introduce this lesson in a manner that engages students and activates their thinking?

Poetic Devices matching quiz – students match poetic terms to their definitions.

HOOK: 

Play music video “Celebrity” by Brad Paisley

Introduce Lesson Purpose: 

·	Teaching/Learning Sequence: What steps and activities are you going to use to help students acquire and practice the knowledge, skills and/or attitudes needed to meet the outcome?

	Tell students that music is a form of poetry and today we will be looking at music and analyzing it using our poetic devices.


	Ask students to take out their lists of poetic devices. So far the students have covered the following terms:

	Alliteration: the repetition of the same sound at the beginning of adjacent or closely connected words.

Allusion: a reference to something or someone famous.
Chorus: the refrain or the recurring part of a popular song.
Imagery: figurative illustration - the formation of mental images
Internal Rhyme: a rhyme created by two or more words in the same line of verse.
Rhyme: identity in sound especially at the end of words or lines of verse.
Metaphor: a comparison between two things without the use of like or as.
Simile: a direct comparison between two things using like or as.

	Tell students that we are going to add a new word to the list. 


	Write on board:

	Satire – the use of ridicule – to expose folly or vice or to severely mock an individual or group.
	Example: “A Modest Proposal” by Jonathon Swift
	Ask the class what they think Brad Paisley is satirizing in the song “Celebrity.”


	Hand out lyrics to “Celebrity.” 


	Tell students that we are going to play the song “Celebrity” again. This time we want them to listen for, and highlight examples of satire in the lyrics.


	Play song.


	Ask for 3 volunteers to give us an example of satire that they found in the song.


	Tell students that in a minute we will breaking them into groups and giving each group a copy of a different set of lyrics. 


	Put a copy of the 4-quadrant organizer up on the overhead. Tell the groups that they will also be given a copy of this 4-quadrant organizer and that after they read the song lyrics they are to fill in the 4-quadrants:

	Main Idea or Theme

5 Literary Devices and Examples
Images
Connections


	Work time.



Closure: How will you solidify the learning that has taken place and deepen the learning process?

	Conduct a round robin read-aloud where each group reads out the title and author of their song, one poetic device and an example from the lyrics.


	Ticket out the door: Have students do a quick write on the topic:

	Discuss how you feel about using music and song lyrics to learn about poetic devices in comparison to our use of regular written poetry in previous lessons.
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6.	Accommodations (adaptations, extensions, other ): How will you plan for students who have learning/behaviour difficulties or require enrichment?

Adaptations:
Pre-organize groups ahead of time in order to evenly distribute strengths and weaknesses.
	Circulate and offer assistance during group work as needed.

Extensions:
Have students write one chorus of a song using at least one poetic device.






